Name:

Building Resilience with Hunter and Eve

Staying Safe SUGGESTED FOR: Grades 3-5

Steps in a Disaster!

1. Stay calm!
2. Find the **safest place** you can and move there quickly!
3. Find **people** to be safe with — until help arrives!

Comic Strip

Using the THREE steps in a disaster that you learned from the video, create your own comic strip with three scenes (one scene from each of the disaster steps). Your comic strip should teach others exactly what to do in any disaster situation! Use Hunter or Eve OR use your own characters!

THINK: What is your disaster situation going to be in your comic strip?

1. 
2. 
3. 

My disaster situation is _____________________.

UNSCRAMBLE the important words that were used in the video!

cosuf ______ ntihk _______ eara_________
teohrs______ veom_______ mcla_________ 
stfaye_______ rebtah_______ erlta________
dnif________ epde________ gecymenre

Disaster and Community Crisis Center – University of Missouri – dcc.missouri.edu
Phone a Friend
What conversation would you have on the phone with a friend teaching him or her what you learned from this video?

Your friend’s name: ____________________

Write your conversation here: ____________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Help Hunter calmly and quickly move to a safe location where he can find others to be safe with while they wait for help to arrive!

Start

Find the “Stay Safe!” Key words that were used throughout the video in the word search.

Find the “Stay Safe!” Key words that were used throughout the video in the word search.

Play “I Spy” and see how many times you find Hunter on both sides of the activity page.

Write your answer here.

For more information, visit: ddc.missouri.edu

Disaster and Community Crisis Center – University of Missouri – ddc.missouri.edu